Hulcher Services is known for their capabilities in railroad/mechanical, engineering, transfer, environmental and disaster response services. But Hulcher also supports railroads and industries with an assortment of maintenance services to help keep your facilities and property running smoothly. One popular maintenance service is vegetation control and grass cutting.

Hulcher’s crews can be deployed to maintain the yards around your facility with mowers, handheld edgers and weed trimmers and tractors. Vegetation control can be much more substantial than just cutting your lawn, however. Our crews are also able to remove brush and tree branch canopies that obstruct traffic on the right-of-way. We can also remove weeds and brush around critical crossings to improve visibility. Storms can bury your tracks with trees, branches and debris, and Hulcher can help to clear your tracks quickly and effectively. Depending on the job, we can perform this work with equipment as large as excavators and dozers.

Hulcher is not your typical lawn care service. Our crews are background-checked, trained and certified to work on the right-of-way for all Class 1 railroads, and equipped with all the necessary safety gear. Hulcher’s 250 pieces of heavy equipment and extensive network of divisions around the U.S., Canada and Mexico ensures that we are close by where you need us.

When you need vegetation control and grass cutting at your facility or on the right-of-way, remember the name you have trusted for decades for all your railroad needs. Call Hulcher, your total services contractor, and bring the professionalism that comes from a half-century of railroad work to your vegetation control project.